Welcome to Lichtenbusch
Imagine working at a small, exclusive and highly professional equine practice with a family-like
atmosphere and plenty of opportunities for personal development in the field of veterinary medicine.
You can be a part of all this as a member of the Lichtenbusch Equine Practice team.
The Lichtenbusch Equine Practice has been operating in the Aachen region for more than 30 years.
We provide inpatient and outpatient veterinary care to horses in the region. In addition to curative
equine m
 edicine we provide veterinary services at major national and international equestrian events,
most notably CHIO Aachen.
We are looking for a full or part-time

Equine Veterinary Practicioner
to start as soon as possible.

This is what we’d like you to bring along:
▬ A commitment to providing the best possible medical care to our patients
▬ Experience working at an equine practice or a mobile equine veterinary practice desirable
▬ Enjoyment of working in a position with varied responsibilities
▬ Professional communication with owners and their veterinarians
▬ Close collaboration with the other members of the team
This is what we’re offering you:
▬ The opportunity to be part of an approachable, dependable and cooperative team
▬ A lot of variety: the combination of practice and mobile practice work makes the job really interesting
▬ Professional development opportunities: both in general veterinary medicine and any
specialist field you are interested in
▬ Knowledge sharing with our partner practices is another excellent way to build your professional expertise
▬ Flexible working hours: you determine the hours you want to work
▬ Do you live in Belgium or Germany? It makes no difference, because we’re easy to reach from
both sides of the border
▬ Other benefits: we promise to offer you an attractive package
▬ And, the most important thing: the team and our patients are looking forward to working with you
If you have a degree in veterinary medicine and initial (or longer) work experience and are looking for
a family-like work environment that offers all the facilities of a largest-scale equine practice, then we
should meet!
We’re looking forward to receiving your application by email to:
w.hanbuecken@pferdepraxis-lichtenbusch.de. If you have any questions or would like further
information, please call Dr Friedrich-Wilhelm Hanbücken on 0170 9352251.
www.pferdepraxis-lichtenbusch.de

